
Ring Of Honor TV – October
20, 2021: Double Non-Trouble
Ring of Honor
Date: October 20, 2021
Location: 2300 Arena, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Commentators: Ian Riccaboni, Caprice Coleman

We’re still in the post Death Before Dishonor TV taping and
that means we still have no crowd. I know Ring of Honor likes
to do their marathon tapings but isn’t there some way we could
get some fans in there for a change? It has made a world of
difference for everyone else and the fans not being there
makes  Ring  of  Honor  seem  like  a  promotion  from  another
universe. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Opening sequence.

Quinn McKay (hey she’s back) welcomes us to the show and gives
us the preview.

Tag Team Titles: Soldiers of Savagery vs. Dragon Lee/Kenny
King

Lee and King are defending. The fact that Lee is also the TV
Champion and the Soldiers are part of the Six Man Tag Team
Champions might make you think Ring of Honor needs to spread
out its titles a bit more. The Soldiers jump them to start so
the champs bail to the floor for an early breather. We settle
down to Lee getting in Moses’ face for no effect. It’s the
Soldiers being sent outside for a change and that means the
champs get to hit the Tranquilo pose. Back in and Khan runs
King over for two as we take a break.

We come back with Lee getting stomped down but King pulls
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Khan’s leg to break up a suplex. Back in and King pounds away
on Khan for two, setting up a double basement dropkick to the
back of the head. Moses gets drawn in, allowing the champs to
kick away at Khan even more. A half crab sends Khan over to
the ropes in a hurry but King puts it on again.

We take another break and come back again with Khan hitting a
quick belly to back suplex. That’s enough for Moses to come in
and clean house, including a powerbomb for two on Lee. King is
back  up  with  a  clothesline  to  Khan  and  Lee  counters  a
superplex into the Alberto double stomp on Moses. Cue Bestia
del Ring as Khan kicks Lee down without much effort. The
assisted elevated DDT plants Khan but Bestia has the referee.
That’s enough of a distraction for King to rake Khan’s eyes
and hit the Royal Flush. Lee adds the Incinerator to retain
the titles at 12:53.

Rating: B-. These guys work well together and while having
another stable is not the most exciting thing, it is nice to
have some fresh names involved. Shane Taylor Promotions at
least offers something new, even if that just made for another
stable  on  a  long  list  of  them.  The  match  was  rather
entertaining,  though  I’m  kind  of  over  all  of  these  teams
trading wins.

Next week: Violence vs. Pure, as the stables continue to take
over the company.

World Famous CB/Joe Keys/Taylor Rust/Eli Isom vs. Foundation

The  Foundation  is  Tracy  Williams/Rhett  Titus/Jonathan
Gresham/Jay Lethal and their opponents were all at ringside
for Lethal’s speech about the greatness of pure wrestling at
Death Before Dishonor. Williams and Rust get things going and
they take their time to start. They go with the technical
rolling until Williams takes him into the corner for a double
suplex from Titus.

Back up and Rust takes Titus into the corner so CB can hammer



away. Titus is bleeding from the eye as CB reverses a headlock
into one of his own. A shot to the eye and the Fuji Splash
(which is a headbutt) gets two more on Titus and it’s Isom
coming in for a waistlock. For some reason Isom lets him go
though and Lethal comes in for a change. Lethal gets serious
by taking the straps down but Isom dropkicks him anyway.

A tilt-a-whirl backbreaker drops Lethal and we take a break.
Back with Lethal and Isom staring at each other until Gresham
and Keys come in (meaning teacher vs. student). They waste no
time in striking away until Keys kicks him in the back and
drops him hard onto the top rope. Gresham is back with a
running dropkick to send Keys outside and it’s off to Williams
to work on the arm. The Foundation starts taking turns on the
arm but Keys gets over for the tag to Rust to pick up the
pace.

Rust can’t suplex Lethal out to the floor but he can throw
Lethal  out  there,  meaning  the  Foundation  surrounds  their
partner. Back in and Lethal’s arm is worked over and we take a
break. We come back with Lethal shrugging off Isom’s beating
and  hitting  the  Lethal  Combination.  The  hot  tag  brings
Williams back in to work on CB’s leg. Titus gives up the tag
over to Rust though and the Perfect Circle connects, with
Williams having to make the save.

A  double  tag  brings  in  Lethal  and  Isom,  with  the  latter
hitting his own cutter. Everything breaks down and it’s Keys
uppercutting Williams to little avail. Gresham comes in for an
enziguri and German suplex but Keys plants Gresham for two.
That’s enough from Keys, as Gresham pulls him into a kneebar
for the tap at 17:50.

Rating: B. This was pretty awesome and that’s about all you
could expect. The Foundation can work well with anyone and
Ring of Honor has the kind of roster that can be tossed
together into any combination for a solid match. Good stuff
here and the Foundation continues to roll, which has been



quite the fun part over the last several months.

Vincent,  in  a  white  robe  and  a  crown,  says  he  has  been
cleansed and is ready to win the World Title. Dig what he is
saying?

Overall Rating: B. And that’s why Ring of Honor puts on a good
show almost every week. This was a two match show and both
matches worked very well. That’s about all you can ask for out
of a wrestling show and this was more good stuff. I’m almost
wondering if they have to run the stable stuff because they’re
the only people around though, and that isn’t a good sign for
the future.

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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